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ATTRACTIONS.
[ART. 185
if the surface densities are proportional respectively to r*p and r4^, where r is the distance from the axis and p is the perpendicular on the tangent plane, prove that the potentials are constant at all internal points.
If a thin stratum is placed on the cylinder Lx'2+My'2=l whose surface density is cr'=/cjp', the potential inside is constant, Art. 72. Transform this theorem by •writing r'=r2/c, 6'=26. The elliptic cylinder becomes the first of the two cylinders in the example. The surface density c follows at once from cT=n<rV, if we remember that pjr^p'jr' at corresponding points.
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Circular rings and anchor rings.
185. When the potential of a thin heterogeneous circular ring for any law of attraction is known at all points in its plane within the circle, the potential at every point of space may be deduced by inversion.
Let the plane of the circle be the plane of ay, the centre 0 being the origin.    Let the plane  of xz contain  the                         G'
point R at which the potential is required and let it cut the circle in A', A. In the figure the attracting circle is represented by the dotted line. Describe a circle through the points A, A' and R, then
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The points P and R are therefore inverse with regard to G.   If then V, V" are the potentials of the ring at P and jR, when the
/  Q \ K-l
law of force is the inverse /<rth power, we have V" — V {-7,}
where c = CA and r" = OR.
When the law of attraction is the inverse distance, the potential takes a logarithmic form, Art. 43. Let m be the mass of a particle of the ring situated at Q. Its potentials at P and R are 0 — m log QP and G — m log QR. But since the triangles QCP, QCR are similar (Art. 168) QP/QR = c/CR. If then 7 and V"
are the  potentials  of the whole  ring  at  P  and R,  we  have
P V" '= F + lf log—, where M is the mass of the heterogeneous ring.

